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showed a discrimination accuracy of approximately 70%. A more theory-driven approach sought to increase differences in truth tellers and liars by examining possible cognitive discrepancies (e.g., propensity for engaging in episodic future thought; Granhag & Knieps, 2011) .
A recent approach is characterized by strategic interviewing methods. In their metaanalysis, Hartwig and Bond (2011) concluded that an efficient way of improving lie detection techniques is to increase the (otherwise weak) behavioral differences between truth tellers and liars. This is exactly what strategic interviewing attempts to achieve (see also ). So far, two different types of strategic interview methods have been employed on intentions: the strategic use of evidence technique (Clemens, Granhag & Strömwall, 2011) , and the unanticipated questions approach (Sooniste, Granhag, Knieps, & Vrij, 2013) . The unanticipated questions approach is used in the present experiment and posits that liars and truth tellers will differ in their ability to answer unexpected questions during an interview.
Research has shown that liars are often as capable as truth tellers at answering typical questions, as they will have planned and prepared for these questions (Vrij et al., 2009 ).
However, for unanticipated questions, liars' competence at answering may be impaired, as they, unlike truth tellers, cannot rely on simple recall or on prepared answers (Sooniste et al., 2013) . Differently put, liars do not seem to prepare for questions on the planning of their stated intentions. In addition, liars may have to monitor their fabrication of the answer to make sure it is perceived as plausible, and that what is stated adheres to what the interviewer might know, or might find out (Vrij et al., 2011a) . Therefore, the use of the 'unanticipated question' tactic may impose more cognitive load on liars than on truth-tellers.The unanticipated questions approach has been shown to be effective in enhancing differences between statements expressing true and statements expressing false intentions. Sooniste, et al. (2013) , compared truth tellers' and liars' responses for both anticipated and unanticipated 4 questions. The anticipated questions directly concerned what the participants intended to do, whereas the unanticipated questions concerned the phase where the stated intentions were planned. The truth-tellers provided longer and more detailed answers in comparison to the liars when answering to the unanticipated questions.
The current study extends the work by Sooniste et al. (2013) by applying the unanticipated questions technique to groups of suspects rather than individuals. Groups of suspects have only raraly been studied in deception detection research (see Driskell, Salas, & Driskell, 2012; Vrij et al., 2009 , and never in research on true and false intentions. Furthermore, research indicates that asking unanticipated questions may be particularly suited for groups of suspects. Granhag, Strömwall and Jonsson (2003) found that pairs of liars jointly planned fabricated stories in order to minimize the risk of their statements being inconsistent with each other. Due to this planning the between suspect consistency level of liars was comparable to that of truth tellers. However, if groups of liars were asked questions which they did not plan for it might be assumed that they would be likely to reach lower level of consistency, and this level is expected to decrease further as the number of members in the group is increasing. Furthermore, when considering the reconstructive nature of human memory, truthful members of the same group can differ in what they remember. This can cause similar effect to the liars, that is, within group consistency decreasing as the size of the group is increasing. Although, groups of liars who have prepared ready-made answers to the anticipated questions may very well achieve as high consistency in their answers as will truth-teller of the same group size. This issue was addressed in a study by Vrij and colleagues (2009) . As predicted, liars performed similarly to truth tellers with regards to within group consistency for anticipated questions. However, for unanticipated questions liars' statements were considerably more inconsistent than their honest counterparts. Based on the within-group consistency for unanticipated questions liars 5 and truth tellers were accurately classified in over 80% of the cases. The current study differs from that of Vrij et al. (2009) in four important aspects. First, it addresses intentions rather than past events. Second, in the study by Vrij et al (2009) the unanticipated questions were restricted to questions on spatial and temporal aspects, in the current study the unanticipated questions target the planning phase in full. Third, the current study compares the influence of group size on the dependent variables number of words, level of detail and consistency for both groups of two and groups of four. Fourth, the present study draws on established research findings from the field of social cognition, particularly the theory of implementation intentions.
It is argued that implementation intentions are if-then plans, and that such plans connect the opportunity to act with cognitive and behavioral activities that will be effective in accomplishing one's goal (Sheeran, Milne, Webb & Gollwitzer, 2005) . A crucial distinction is made between so-called goal intentions, which specify what someone wants to do (e.g., "I intend to go to Italy"), and implementation intentions, which specify the behavior that someone will perform in the service of goal achievement (i.e., "If it is too expensive to fly, I will take the train"). In essence, an implementation intention specifies the when, where and how of what someone will do. Importantly, it has been shown that when people have no intention of pursuing a certain goal they are unlikely to form an intention implementation that spells out adequately how the goal will be pursued (Sheeran et al., 2005) . Translated to the current context, it is expected that truth-tellers' (more than liars') answers will be characterized by information pertaining to how the stated intentions will be reached.
In contrast, we can assume that liars form implementation intention but that it will be directed towards executing and hiding the criminal intention. Liars are not concerned about how to attain the goal that they state in the interview; this is a false intention, which only serves the purpose to mask their real intentions (the criminal acts). As liars are more occupied 6 with convincing the interrogator about their truthfulness, they might focus more on why they need to execute the stated intention. Recent empirical work on liars' counter-interrogations strategies reveals that when lying suspects anticipate questions on intentions (Clemens, Granhag & Strömwall, 2012) , and when they have partners in crime (Granhag, Mac Giolla, Strömwall & Rangmar, 2013) , they will (a) prepare ready-made answers to the expected questions, and (b) these ready-made answers will be geared toward why they will do what they (falsely) claim that they will do. Furthermore, one might assume that liars, who generally do not take their credibility for granted and who might anticipate that their stated intentions will be questioned, may feel a relatively stronger need to motivate why the stated goal is necessary to reach. In sum, based on previous work we can expect those who state true intentions (truth-tellers) to address how the intention should be reached, and those who state false intentions (liars) to address why the intention is necessary to reach.
The Present Study
The present study is based on an experimental set up introduced by Granhag and Knieps (2011) , but advances previous research on several accounts. First, the experimental set-up is refined to fit the aim of studying small cells of suspects (dyads and quartets). Second, we tapped within group consistency, both with respect to the answers given to the anticipated questions (the intentions) and to the unanticipated questions (the planning-phase). Third, we utilized the theory of implementation intentions (Sheeran et al, 2005) , and examined to what extent the predictions following from this theory can be used to detect differences between statements expressing true and false intentions. The study involved half of the dyads and half of the quartets to plan for a non-criminal event, whereas the remaining dyads and quartets planned for a mock-crime. All group members were intercepted before having the chance to carry out their planned activities, and they were interviewed individually. Those having planned a non-criminal act were instructed to tell the truth in a forthcoming interview, 7 whereas those having planned a mock-criminal act were instructed to conceal their criminal intentions by telling a cover story (i.e., they were asked to lie). The cover-story used by the lying participants was structurally similar to the non-criminal intentions expressed by the truth-telling participants. That is, we created a situation in which all participants expressed rather similar intentions (i.e., that they were about to go to a specific mall to shop for a special lunch), but for half of the participants this was a lie and for the remaining half it was the truth.
We predicted that both liars and truth-tellers would perceive the questions targeting their intentions as more anticipated compared to the questions targeting the planning of their stated intentions (Prediction 1). In a similar vein, we predicted that both liars and truth-tellers would perceive the questions on their intentions as less cognitively demanding to answer, compared to the questions asked on the planning-phase (Prediction 2a). To qualify this further, we predicted an interaction effect, showing that lying (vs. truth-telling) suspects would perceive the unanticipated questions as more difficult to answer, whereas no such difference was predicted for the anticipated questions (Prediction 2b). Furthermore, we predicted that truthtellers would provide more detailed answers to the unanticipated questions than liars (Predictions 3).
Regarding within-group consistency, for the unanticipated questions we predicted cells of truth-tellers would produce more consistent answers than liars (Prediction 4a). In addition, based on the reconstructive nature of memory (e.g., Baddeley, 1990) we predicted that dyads would produce more consistent answers than quartets, and this would hold true for both liars and truth-tellers (Prediction 4b).
Finally, based on both theoretical (e.g., Gollwitzer, 1990 ) and empirical research (e.g., Sheeran et al, 2005) on goal directed behavior and implementation intentions, we predicted that the truth-tellers' answers to the questions on intentions would be more characterized by information relating to how to attain the stated goal (Prediction 5a), whereas liars' answers to 8 questions on their intentions would be more characterized by information related to why the stated goal have to be pursued (Prediction 5b).
Method

Participants and Design
In all, 232 individuals participated in the experiment, mainly undergraduate students (Mean age = 28.04, SD = 8.89); 69 were men and 160 women, 3 participants chose not to report their gender. As compensation they received a movie ticket and a lottery ticket (total value approximately $25). We employed a 2×2 between-group experimental design, in which participants were randomly allocated to one of two veracity conditions; a true intention condition (n = 116), in which a non-criminal activity was planned, and a false intention condition (n = 116), in which a criminal activity was planned. Each veracity condition was further divided into groups, either four persons (quartets) or groups of two persons (dyads).
This resulted in 19 quartets and 20 dyads in each veracity condition. Groups that contained individuals previously knowing each other were evenly allocated to the veracity and group size conditions. Before the experiment started all participants were informed that they could withdraw from the experiment at any time.
Procedure
Planning phase. Participants in both veracity conditions were given 20 minutes to plan.
The non-criminal activity was to go to a shopping mall in order to shop for a special lunch.
During the planning phase all participants were provided with maps of the shopping mall ("Nordstan", which is one of Northern Europe's largest shopping malls), a list of relevant web pages and access to the internet. In addition, the liars received detailed photos of the four different shops and the shelves from which they had to collect the four items. In order to motivate the participants to plan carefully the execution of the task was limited by two explicit constraints; they were instructed that this was their only opportunity to carry out the 9 tasks, and that they had limited time at their disposal. In addition, several initiatives were taken in order to have all participants believe that they were actually going to execute their planned actions (e.g., providing them with bus tickets).
Truth-tellers were asked to plan and prepare a typical Swedish lunch for two exchange students within a time limit. Preparation included going to a shopping mall to buy the required goods. The planning was further motivated by saying that they are participating in a competition (together with other groups) for making the best lunch. Liars were asked to imagine that they were devoted animal activists and together with other activists had accepted to carry out a secret mission to stop harmful experiments on animals. Their mission was part of a larger operation where the aim was to crash the computer system of the "Concrete Pharmaceutical Company", an organization which conducts animal testing. More specifically, liars were asked to collect four items needed to execute the criminal act from the main shopping mall in Gothenburg (mock-criminal activity). These items were: (a) a memory-stick containing illegal information, (b) an envelope containing a key, (c) a paper with passwords and usernames, and (d) a map showing the way to a specific office. Importantly, liars were also asked to plan a cover story masking their criminal intention. They were provided with the frame for the cover story, which was structurally similar to the activity truth-tellers had to plan for (i.e., a typical Swedish lunch for two exchange students). This cover story was to be used if intercepted.
Interception. All participants were intercepted before executing their planned actions.
They were then handed a sheet of instructions asking them to imagine that they had faced a security check at the entrance of the shopping mall, and when trying to pass this security check they had been selected for further questioning. Furthermore, they were told that they were brought to a nearby interviewing room, and that they were to wait in this room to be interviewed. The participants who had planned for the illegal activities were asked to use their 10 cover story in order to avoid detection. The participants who had planned for the non-illegal activities were asked to tell the truth about their intentions.
Interviews. All participants were interviewed individually according to a structured interview protocol. Participants were interviewed once. In the quartets, two interviewers were used and two participants were interviewed simultaneously but in separate rooms. Participants could not hear each other's answers. The other two participants were kept waiting in different rooms. In the dyads, one interviewer was used and participants were interviewed one after another. We used a total of five trained interviewers. All interviewers were blind to the participants' truth status and to the experimental hypotheses. All participants received questions on their intentions and on the planning phase. In the first part of the interview the suspects were asked the following five questions on their intentions: (1) "I want you to tell me what you intend to do in Nordstan. Please tell me about each and every step, and try to be as detailed as possible?"; (2) "How long do you intend to stay in Nordstan?"; (3) "Which shop do you intend to visit first?", and (4) "Which other shops do you intend to visit in Nordstan?"; (5) "Which entrance did you intend to use to enter and exit Nordstan". In the second part of the interview the participants were asked the following six questions about their planning of their stated intentions: (1) "I want you to think back to when you planned your errand. I want you to tell me about your planning, and I want you to be as detailed as possible?"; (2) "What was the main goal of your planning?"; (3) "I want you to tell me about the order in which you planned your errand?"; (4) "What was the final thing you planned?"; (5) "What was the easiest part of your planning?", and (6) "What was the most difficult part of your planning?".
However, for the current paper only the answers given to the first question is of relevance.
Post-interview questionnaire. After the interview each participant was asked to fill out a post-interview questionnaire. For lying suspects, this questionnaire started with a separate section making it utterly clear that the role-playing part of the study was over, and that all 11 questions should be answered in a truthful manner. We asked participants to evaluate their experiences of the planning phase. The questionnaire contained questions such as how difficult they perceived, how satisfied they were with the planning phase and how satisfied they were with the time allocated. In addition, each participant was given a copy of the interview protocol, and for each question he or she was asked to rate on a 7-point Likert scale (a) how anticipated that particular question was and (b) how difficult that question was. These 11 items were averaged to create a single measure for anticipation/intention (Cronbach's α = .85), cognitive complexity/intention (α = .73), anticipation/planning (α = .91) and cognitive complexity/planning (α = .88).
Ratings
Level of detail. Two assistants, blind to the participants' veracity status, rated the level of detail of each individual answer on a 7-point Likert scale both on the main question on intent 
Results
Manipulation Check and Preliminary Analyses
Veracity. The liars (M = 4.79, SD = 1.63) rated their degree of lying significantly higher than truth-tellers (M = 1.82, SD = 1.32), t(229) = 15.18, p < .001, d = 2.00. This indicates that the participants complied with our instruction to lie or tell the truth. In addition, we found that liars (M = 5.88, SD = 0.70) were significantly more motivated to be believed by the interviewer than truth-tellers (M = 5.45, SD = 1.51), t(229) = 2.59, p = .01, d = 0.37.
Critically, the absolute values (close to 6 on a 7-point scale) indicate that both lying and truthtelling suspects were highly motivated.
Perceptions of the planning phase. As the planning phase was at the heart of the study, we asked our participants a number of different questions relating to this phase. First, truthtellers (M = 3.36, SD = 1.47) found it less difficult to plan for their future events than liars (M 
Discussion
We examined differences between truth-telling and lying suspects with regard to several aspects of their answers to questions about both intentions and planning of an event. Overall, we found ample support for our predictions: when having planned a criminal event, people answer questions differently than when planning a non-criminal event. These differences may be used to differentiate those lying and those telling the truth in real-life settings such as police interviews or border controls. The present study extended the previous research on two 16 important accounts; we examined the effect of multiple suspects on the level of consistency and we tied the analysis to the theory of implementation intentions.
The most important results were that liars and truth-tellers differed on key aspects. The truth-tellers' answers to the unanticipated questions (i.e., the planning phase) were perceived as significantly more consistent than the liars' answers to the same questions. Furthermore, answers to the anticipated questions (i.e., the stated intentions) given by the cells of liars and cells of truth-tellers were perceived as equally consistent. Answers given by the quartets were perceived to be less consistent than the answers given by the dyads for both the planning phase and intention questions. The liars' (vs. truth tellers') answers to the question on their stated intentions were characterized more by information related to why to attain the stated goal, whereas truth-tellers focused on telling how the stated goal would be pursued.
In line with the assumptions, liars' (vs. truth-tellers) gave less detailed answers to the questions on the planning phase. That is, according to the unanticipated questions approach truth-tellers are in better position at answering the questions on the planning phase which results in more detailed answers compared to liars. Unexpectedly we also found that liars' (vs.
truth-tellers) gave less detailed answers to the questions on their intentions. This might be explained by recent study showing that a common strategy among small cells of guilty suspects in preparing for an upcoming interview is to be restrictive with respect to the information that they would tell during the interview .
Research has shown that, if the situation allows, observers assessing the credibility of a set of statements tend to rely on consistency as a cue to deception and truth (e.g., . . In addition, we found that dyads achieved a higher degree of consistency than quartets, and this held true across both domains of questions (intentions and planning). This is in line with our prediction and is not difficult to explain considering what is known about the reconstructive nature of human memory (e.g., Baddeley, 1990) . That is, when reconstructing the past, members of the same group will -to some extent -differ with respect to the information (details) they remember and tell.
Therefore, as the size of the group increases the number of potential comparisons that can be made increases, which in turn, should result in lower consistency between statements (i.e., a reduction in within-group consistency). This finding may come across as trivial, but it has an important practical implication: One should be careful in discrediting a group of individuals on the basis of any degree of within-group inconsistency; groups of truth-tellers do also show some degree of inconsistency.
Furthermore, we tied our analyses to research on implementation intentions. Consistent with the work by Gollwitzer and colleagues (e.g., Gollwitzer, 1990, Sheeran et al. 2005) , we found that truth-tellers' answers to the questions on intentions were more characterized by information related to how the stated goal will be pursued. In contrast, liars' answers to the questions on their intentions were more characterized by information related to why the stated goal will be pursued. This result is in line with recent empirical studies showing that when lying suspects anticipate questions on intentions (Clemens et al., 2012) , they will prepare ready-made answers and these ready-made answers are argued to be geared toward why they will do what they (falsely) claim that they will do. That is, liars may feel stronger need to persuade the interrogator in their truthfulness and therefore focus on producing convincing answers to the question why they need to execute their stated intentions. Importantly, both the how and the why findings are vital. Combined they (a) provide a new theoretical dimension to the psycho-legal work emerging within this domain, (b) extend Gollwitzer's work by showing that the trademarks of those less committed to pursue a specific goal can also be found among those who are lying about pursuing a specific goal, and (c) show that a theory-driven content analysis of the answers given to questions on intentions might help to discriminate between true and false intentions.
In connection to the above, we would like to acknowledge two issues. First, both deceptive and truthful statements contained information related to how and information related to why. Hence, from finding information of either kind in a statement, one cannot decide on the statement's veracity. Second, implementation intentions specifies the when, where and how of what one will do, but for the current study we only focused on the how aspect. The reason for this was that the liars' cover-story was clearly situated in time and place, and this context was the same for truth-tellers. Therefore we had no reason to expect differences between liars and truth-tellers with respect to when and where. However, future studies in this domain, using a set-up where the when and where are up to the liar to decide, might profit from an analysis in which all aspects of implementation intentions are considered.
Importantly, the questions on the intention were perceived as more anticipated by both truth-tellers and liars compared to the questions on the planning of their stated intentions. For the present study this finding is critical; had the two sets of questions been perceived as equally anticipated, the rest of our reasoning had been left short. Furthermore, both liars and truth-tellers perceived the questions on the planning-phase as more difficult to answer compared to the questions on the intentions. Similar findings have been found in previous studies (e.g., Mac Giolla & , Sooniste et al 2013 , Warmelink et al 2012 .
As the planning phase is at the heart of the current approach we asked our participants a number of questions relating to this phase. We found that truth-telling suspects perceived it as less difficult to plan for their future events compared to lying suspects. In addition, lying suspects indicated that they were more satisfied with the planning-phase, and less satisfied with the time allocated to the planning-phase compared to the truth-tellers. It should be noted that the absolute values indicated that both liars and truth-tellers perceived the time allocated for planning as sufficient. In sum, we do not believe that the results of the current study could be explained by liars having received too little time to plan.
Limitations
There are limitations to our approach and findings. Perhaps the most striking is that a majority of our participants were university students, which raises the question of whether our findings can be generalized to real-life settings. We think it can. Our approach takes into account liars'
and truth-tellers' counter-interrogation strategies (Granhag & Hartwig, 2008) . The counterinterrogation strategy most relevant for the current study is that liars will prepare ready-made answers to anticipated questions, and that their aim is to make sure to convince the interviewer that the stated goal is necessary to attain. Importantly, these assumptions are not just derived from past research (e.g., Clemens et al, 2012; Granhag et al, 2013) , but are also supported by so-called resistance manuals (e.g., The Manchester manual) and other texts written by terrorists for terrorists (e.g., the manifest written by Anders Behring Breivik). In essence, the outcome of the current study fits neatly with how terrorists are advised to behave when being questioned. Hence, we believe that the current findings do apply to real-life settings. We even speculate that some of the differences may be magnified in real-life settings, as real criminals will be much more motivated to stick to the rehearsed counterinterrogation strategies and hide their real intentions compared to our mock-suspects.
Implications and Conclusions
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With respect to the practical implications, we believe that any interview protocol that aims at discriminating true and false intentions should target both the intentions as such, and the phase in which the stated intentions were planned. If keeping in mind that, cells of suspects will prepare what to say, one should be cautious looking only the consistency of the answers given to the anticipated questions. One should instead concentrate on the answers given to the unanticipated questions and compare it with the answers to anticipated questions. In the same vein, if keeping in mind that truth-tellers will struggle with how to attain the stated goal, whereas liars will struggle with convincing the interviewer why the stated goal is necessary to attain, one ought not pay too much attention to the richness of the answer but rather concentrate on specific aspects of the content. Our paper shows that in order to decide whether a stated intention is true or false one need to know both which questions to ask and how to analyze the answers given.
The current study is to be placed within the new wave of deception detection research characterized by asking questions strategically in order to elicit cues to deception and truth . Specifically, we would like to argue that our study represents a rather successful attempt at eliciting cues to true and false intentions among small cells of suspects.
Our assumptions found strong support as truth-tellers' and liars' answers to the questions targeting the unanticipated question (planning phase) differed in terms of level of detail and consistency to a greater extent in contrast to the answers targeting the anticipated questions (stated intention). That is, asking a small group of suspects about their intentions only will probably elicit very few and faint cues to deception, whereas asking about the planning preceding the stated intention will elicit several and rather strong cues to deception.
Furthermore, the current paper is the first to use the theory of implementation intentions to predict differences between true and false intentions. This successful attempt does not only add theoretical strength to the current research, it also demonstrates that it is possible to 21 differentiate between liars and truth-tellers by analyzing the answers given to questions targeting their intentions. However, these differences might go undetected if limiting the analysis to the more traditional measures used in deception detection research. Instead there is a need for a theory-driven approach, which will illuminate differences with respect to liars' and truth-tellers' goal-directed behavior, and how these differences are manifested in how they talk about goal pursuit. We foresee that this paper will open doors for future work in which the detection of true and false intent will be guided by established theory on goaldirected behavior.
